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A B S T R A C T   

Purpose: To evaluate intrafractional head motion (IFM) in patients who underwent intracranial stereotactic 
radiosurgery with the ExacTrac X-ray system (ETX) and a frameless mask. 
Methods: A total of 143 patients who completed a pre-treatment examination for IFM were eligible for this study. 
The frameless mask type B R408 (Klarity Medical & Equipment Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China), which covers the 
back of the head, and the entire face, was used for patient immobilization. After the initial 6D correction and first 
X-ray verification (IFM1), X-ray verification was performed every 3 min for a duration of 15 min. The IFMp 
(2 ≤ p ≤ 6) was calculated as the positional difference from IFM1. In addition, the inter-phase IFM (IP-IFM) and 
IFMm were calculated. The IP-IFM was defined as |IFMp − IFMp-1|, and IFMm as the difference between the values 
after all patients were asked to move their heads intentionally with the frameless mask on. 
Results: Both translational IFMp and IP-IFM exceeded 1 mm for a single patient, whereas, for all patients, the 
translational IFMm values were kept to within 1 mm in all directions. The proportions of the rotational IFMp, IP- 
IFM, and IFMm values within 0.5◦ were greater than 94.4%, 98.6%, and 90.2% for all of the rotational axes, 
respectively. 
Conclusions: A frameless mask achieved highly accurate patient positioning in combination with ETX and a 6◦-of- 
freedom robotic couch; however, a deviation over 1 mm and 0.5◦ was observed with low frequency. Therefore, X- 
ray verification and correction are required during treatment.   

1. Introduction 

Intracranial stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a popular technique 
used to deliver an ablative dose to a target in either a single or multiple 
treatments. Accurate patient positioning and stable immobilization are 
essential for the treatment of intracranial lesions with high precision [1]. 

Traditionally, patient immobilization devices for intracranial SRS 
are invasive, such as the fixing of pins to a patient’s skull. Recently, 
image guidance techniques used in clinical practice have evolved. For 
example, it has been reported that the ExacTrac X-ray system (ETX) 
(Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Germany), which is a ceiling-floor mounted 

image guidance device, achieves highly accurate patient positioning 
[2–5]. One of the most notable advantages of this system is that there is 
no need to consider any spatial uncertainty caused by the mechanical 
movement of X-ray tubes and flat panel detectors. A six-degree-of- 
freedom (6-DOF) robotic couch has also contributed to improving the 
accuracy of patient positioning [6,7]. In addition, the image fusion al-
gorithm implemented in the ETX system is reported to be reliable and 
fast [8]. As a result, noninvasive patient immobilization devices, such as 
a frameless mask (Klarity Medical & Equipment Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, 
China), are now applicable for image-guided intracranial SRS [9]. 

However, concerns remain for image-guided intracranial SRS for 
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patients immobilized with a frameless mask, specifically intrafractional 
head motion (IFM) during treatment. Although several studies have 
evaluated IFM, their definition of IFM has been restricted mainly to the 
positional difference between patients’ head motion pre- and post- 
treatment as calculated from kV X-ray images [6,10,11]. Mangegius 
et al. stated that X-ray imaging pre- and post-treatment did not precisely 
quantify intrafractional head displacements during treatment [12]. 
They examined the intrafractional error at 1.5-minute time intervals and 
summarized these errors over the duration of the treatment process; 
however, their data were acquired from only five patients with good 
performance status. Therefore, their data were not sufficient to draw any 
generalized conclusions relating to IFM. 

As reported previously, we introduced a pretreatment examination 
for IFM that was defined based on the value immediately after the initial 
6-DOF correction, with the patients’ IFM monitored subsequently at 3- 
minute intervals over a duration of 21 min [13]. At our institution, a 
total of 3–5 arcs (one or two coplanar arcs and two or four non-coplanar 
arcs) are typically used in intracranial SRS planning. The verification of 
kV X-ray images is performed just before irradiation of the first arc to 
maintain a more accurate patient position, and at each couch rotation in 
order to correct the associated IFM and mechanical uncertainty. As it 
takes a few minutes to rotate the couch and to verify the X-ray images 
obtained following each rotation, it is necessary to perform IFM analysis 
for consecutive verifications as well as at 3-minute intervals. 

Recently, single-isocenter volumetric-arc radiation therapy (VMAT) 
for multiple brain metastases has been used clinically [14]. One of the 
advantages of single-isocenter VMAT is that it achieves a similar dose 
distribution to the conventional multi-isocenter technique with a shorter 
treatment time. In addition to highly accurate translational motion 
during treatment, rotational IFM should be suppressed to deliver plan-
ned doses to multiple intracranial tumors correctly [2,15] because 
rotational deviation can result in collateral dosimetric effects being 
applied to targets separate from the isocenter [16–18]. However, there is 
little literature on rotational IFM. The purpose of this study was to 
evaluate rotational and translational IFM for patients who underwent 
intracranial SRS using ETX and a frameless mask. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Patients and patient immobilization 

In this study, a total of 145 consecutive patients (70 males, 75 fe-
males; median age, 68 years; range: 16–88 years) who underwent 
intracranial SRS at Kyoto University Hospital between April 2017 and 
June 2019 were included regardless of performance status, number of 
tumors, and tumor location. Our retrospective study was approved by 
the Institutional Review Board of Kyoto University Hospital (approval 
number: R1167). 

A frameless mask of type B R408 (Klarity Medical & Equipment Co., 
Ltd., Guangzhou, China) was used for all patients. This mask consists of 
the rear, middle, and top mask, which cover the back of the head, 

forehead to chin (partially), and the entire face, respectively. Addi-
tionally, a simple dental support strip with a width of 3 cm, including in 
the mask kit, was used as the bite block. This bite block was made of the 
same material as the frameless mask. The bite block was used for 130 
patients, and was not for 15 patients who had clinical problems such as 
artificial teeth or poor performance status. An overview of a frameless 
mask is shown in Fig. 1. CT images were acquired using a SOMATOM 
Definition AS instrument (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and were 
reconstructed using a slice thickness of 1.0 mm. 

2.2. Procedure for evaluating the intrafractional motion 

For each patient, a pre-treatment examination for IFM was per-
formed several days before the first day of treatment. This examination 
is standard hospital practice for all patients who are going to undergo 
intracranial SRS with a frameless mask. Furthermore, all patients were 
informed about the pre-treatment examination, including the extra visit, 
imaging dose, and treatment time. 

Dedicated dummy treatment plans were created using Eclipse (Var-
ian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) or iPlan (Brainlab). The iso-
center of the dummy plan was the same as that of the approved plan. The 
beam geometry of the dummy plan consisted of a single co-planar arc 
field with several MUs because it was necessary to perform patient 
positioning using the ETX system (Brainlab). The dummy plan was not 
actually delivered to the patients. 

Fig. 2 shows the procedure for the pre-treatment examination for 
IFM. Patient positioning, image registration, and couch correction were 
performed without couch rotation using ETX. First, initial patient posi-
tioning was performed automatically using an infrared reflective 
marker-based system. Re-positioning of the patients was performed 
when the rotational deviation exceeded the motion range of the 6-DOF 
couch under X-ray correction in the following situations: (1) pitch 
>±2.7◦, (2) roll >±4.0◦, (3) pitch >±2.0◦, and roll >±3.0◦. There were 
no criteria for translation and yaw in the initial patient positioning. 

After this setup, a pair of kV X-ray images were acquired at 80 kV and 
6.3 mAs using the ETX. These images were matched automatically via 
digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) created from the planning 
CT images, and then translational and rotational shift values were 
calculated by the ETX system. The pixel size of the flat panel detector of 
the ETX was 0.258 mm at the isocenter [8]. Fig. 3 shows an example of 
an ETX display at image registration. The skull contour was excluded 
from the region of interest to avoid incorrect image registration of the 
head skin in kV X-ray images and the skull contour of DRRs [8]. In 
addition, the superior dental arch and mandible were excluded because 
we recognized that these structures have higher mobility compared with 
the skull contour. The calculated shift values were applied to correct the 
patient’s position using a 6-DOF robotic couch (X-ray correction). 
Immediately after the initial 6D correction, measurement of the exam-
ination time began, and kV X-ray images were reacquired for patient 
positioning verification (first X-ray verification; phase-1). For X-ray 
verification, image registration was performed three times to obtain an 

Fig. 1. Example of a frameless mask used in this study. (a) An overview of a frameless mask, (b) rear of the mask, (c) rear view of the front part of the mask, which 
consists of the middle and front mask sections, and the bite block. 
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average provided by the optimization algorithm implemented in the 
ETX [19]. The averaged translational and rotational shift values were 
then recorded as a representative position (6D correction was not 

performed at this time). The ETX displays the “OK” signal when the shift 
values were within 0.5 mm and 1.0◦ for X-ray verification. These values 
were user-defined thresholds. This procedure was repeated over a period 

Fig. 2. Procedure for the pre-treatment examination in order to evaluate the intrafractional motion.  

Fig. 3. Example image acquired by the ExacTrac X-ray (ETX) system in actual image registration. The shift values are indicated within the yellow square. The red 
area in the X-ray images represents the exclusive region for image registration between X-ray images acquired from ETX and digitally reconstructed radiographs. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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of 15 min at 3-minute intervals (i.e., until the sixth X-ray verification 
(phase-6)), which was equivalent to the actual treatment time. 

In this study, IFM was defined as the positional difference between 
the p-th X-ray verification (2 ≤ p ≤ 6) and the first X-ray verification, as 
follows: 

IFMk
p = Vk

p − Vk
1 (1)  

where k is the number of patients and Vp
k represents the value calculated 

by the ETX of patient number k at the p-th X-ray verification for each 
direction (vertical, longitudinal, lateral, yaw, roll, and pitch). Yaw, roll, 
and pitch denote the rotation about the vertical, longitudinal, and lateral 
axes, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the definition of translational and 
rotational deviation from the representative position. The three- 
dimensional (3D) vector of the translational IFM at phase-6 (3DIFMk

6) 
was also calculated: 

3DIFMk
6 =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(

vertIFMk
6

)2
+
(

longIFMk
6

)2
+
(

latIFMk
6

)2
√

(2)  

where, vertIFMk
6, longIFMk

6, and latIFMk
6 represent the IFMk

6 for the 
vertical, longitudinal, and lateral axes, respectively. 

In addition, the IFM between two consecutive phases (inter-phase 
IFM; IP-IFM) was calculated as follows: 

IP − IFMk
p:p− 1 =

⃒
⃒
⃒Vk

p − Vk
p− 1

⃒
⃒
⃒ (3) 

After the sixth X-ray verification (phase-6), all patients were asked by 
radiation therapists to move their heads intentionally while wearing the 
frameless mask, and a final X-ray verification was performed. This 
procedure was intended to understand how stable a frameless mask is in 
response to intentional motion by a patient. The value of IFMm was then 
calculated as follows: 

IFMk
m =

⃒
⃒
⃒Vk

final − Vk
6

⃒
⃒
⃒ (4)  

where Vk
final is the value for patient number k at the final X-ray verifi-

cation calculated by ETX. For comparison with 3DIFMk
6, the 3D vector of 

the translational IFM at phase-6 (3DIFMk
m) was calculated using the 

following equation: 

3DIFMk
m =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(

vertIFMk
m

)2
+
(

longIFMk
m

)2
+
(

latIFMk
m

)2
√

(5)  

where, vertIFMk
m, longIFMk

m, and latIFMk
m denote the IFMk

m along the 
vertical, longitudinal, and lateral axes, respectively. 

A paired t-test was performed between 3DIFM6 and 3DIFMm, with a p- 

value < 0.05 considered to be statistically significant. 

3. Results 

Owing to the compression-related discomfort caused by wearing the 
frameless mask, two patients did not complete this examination. 
Therefore, a total of 143 patients were analyzed. Fig. 5 shows histograms 
of the deviations calculated immediately after the first X-ray verification 
(phase-1). The translational and rotational deviations were within 
±1 mm and ±1◦, respectively. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the vertIFMp and longIFMp values of all patients 
were within 1 mm irrespective of phase, with an error exceeding 1 mm 
observed in the latIFM5 and latIFM6 measurements for a single patient. 
The proportion of the rotational IFM values within 0.5◦ was more than 
94.4% in any rotational direction. The mean ± standard deviation (SD) 
of 3DIFM6 was 0.28 ± 0.21 mm. The maximum absolute values of the IFM 
were 1.63 mm and 1.33◦ in phase-6, which were detected in the same 
patient. The results corresponding to this patient are shown in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8 shows boxplots of the translational and rotational IP-IFM and 
IFMm values. A movement exceeding 1 mm was observed in the longIP- 
IFM3:2 for one patient only. The proportion of the IP-IFM values within 
0.5◦ was more than 98.6% in any rotational direction. The maximum 
value of rotation was 0.89◦ in the YawIP-IFM3:2. For all patients, the 
translational IFMm values were within 1 mm in all directions, and the 
mean ± SD values were 0.11 ± 0.09 mm, 0.12 ± 0.11 mm, and 
0.10 ± 0.10 mm for the vertical, longitudinal, and lateral axes, respec-
tively. The proportions of the rotational IFMm values within 0.5◦ were 
90.2%, 95.1%, and 93.0% for the yaw, roll, and pitch, respectively. The 
mean ± SD of the 3DIFMm in all patients was 0.21 ± 0.14 mm. No sta-
tistical significance was observed between 3DIFM6 and 3DIFMm. Fig. 9 
shows the results for the patient who showed the largest motion 
(1.19 mm) observed in the longIP-IFM3:2. By contrast, the absolute value 
of the longIFM6 for this patient was 0.13 mm. 

4. Discussion 

We begin with a discussion of the imaging dose of the ETX, because 
all patients received additional doses in this pre-treatment examination. 
When the machine was commissioned, the imaging dose was measured 
using the same method as Hamada et al. [20]. They reported that the 
imaging dose from each X-ray tube of the ETX system was 0.086 and 
0.088 mGy at 100 kV and 6.3 mAs, respectively. Our experimental 
measurement of the imaging dose at the isocenter was approximately 
0.05 mGy per single kV X-ray image at 80 kV and 6.3 mAs, which was 
comparable to that reported by Hamada et al. Although the imaging 
dose at the pre-treatment examination was remarkably low compared to 
the treatment dose, nevertheless the patients were exposed to an addi-
tional dose from eight pairs of kV X-ray images (16 images in total). 
However, we assert that the pre-treatment examination is required to 
judge whether the SRS can be safely carried out based on the ALARA 
principle [21]. 

Basically, the image fusion by the ETX is considered highly accurate 
and reliable. However, the image fusion results have a variation of 
0.1–0.2 mm and 0.1–0.2◦ at every image registration. Considering the 
pixel size of the imager, these variations are inevitable. In order to 
reduce these variations in the fusion results, for every X-ray verification, 
image registration was performed three times, and the averaged trans-
lational and rotational shift values were recorded as a representative 
position. 

The translational and rotational deviation immediately after the first 
X-ray verification showed the high accuracy of patient positioning in our 
study (Fig. 5). Table 1 summarizes the positioning accuracy reported by 
other groups along with our results. These values were acquired 
immediately after the initial patient positioning using a 6-DOF robotic 
couch. Verbakel et al. [11] and Keeling et al. [22] also reported similar 
results for the patient positioning accuracy using the same equipment as 

Fig. 4. Schematic showing the translational and rotational directions of the 
ExacTrac X-ray system. 
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in our study (i.e., a frameless mask, a 6-DOF robotic couch, and the ETX 
system). Ramakrishna et al. [10] found that the patient positioning of 
frame-based SRS using an X-ray image guidance system was highly 

accurate. Elsewhere, Li et al. reported on the patient positioning accu-
racy for invasive frame-based SRS using cone beam computed tomog-
raphy. They reported translational and rotational errors of 

Fig. 5. Histograms of the deviations calculated immediately after the first X-ray verification in each direction. (a): vertical, (b) longitudinal, (c) lateral, (d) yaw, (e) 
roll, and (f) pitch. 

Fig. 6. Box-and-whisker plots of the variation of intrafractional motion (IFM) for translation (a, b, c) and rotation (d, e, f) during the examination period. The boxes 
represent the interquartile range (IR). Values below the first quartile minus 1.5 × IR are designated as low outliers, whereas those above the third quartile plus 
1.5 × IR are designated as high outliers. From left to right, the data in graph represents IFM2, IFM3, IFM4, IFM5, and IFM6 values, respectively. 
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0.08 ± 0.29 mm, − 0.35 ± 0.50 mm, and − 0.19 ± 0.32 mm for the ver-
tical, longitudinal, and lateral axes, respectively, and − 0.03 ± 0.19◦, 
0.10 ± 0.20◦, and − 0.14 ± 0.25◦ for the yaw, roll, and pitch, respec-
tively [23]. Our results were lower than those reported by Li et al. [23] 
and comparable with those reported by Verbakel et al. [11] and Keeling 
et al. [22] (Table 1), thereby demonstrating that the combination of 
frameless mask, 6-DOF robotic couch, and ETX can provide patient 
positioning with a comparable accuracy to frame-based techniques. 

When comparing IFM performance with that reported in other 
studies, the immobilization device, treatment time, imaging device, and 
availability of a 6-DOF robotic couch are all factors that must be 
considered. Table 2 summarizes the patient motion from the pre- and 
post-treatment positions reported by other groups. The IFM evaluation 
method reported by Verbakel et al. [11] was similar to ours. They 
evaluated the IFM for an average of 16 min using an identical frameless 

mask and ETX system, recording results of − 0.06 ± 0.19 mm, 
− 0.01 ± 0.27 mm, and − 0.04 ± 0.23 mm for the vertical, longitudinal, 
and lateral axes, respectively. Our results (IFM6 and 3DIFM6) were 
comparable with theirs, and those in our previous study [13]. Several 
groups reported IFM during irradiation for intracranial lesions 
[6,10,11,24]; however, it should be noted that they used different 
immobilization devices, examination durations, and imaging devices 
than those in our study. 

Evaluating the values of IP-IFM is useful to confirm the patient po-
sition during treatment because the patients’ head motion acquired from 
the pre- and post-treatment positions is not representative, as also found 
by Mangegius [12]. As shown in Fig. 9, a maximum value of 1.19 mm 
was suddenly observed for longIP-IFM3:2. Conversely, the value of long-

IFM6 was 0.13 mm. Using the values of IFM acquired from pre- and post- 
treatment verification, the target would not receive the planned dose 

Fig. 7. Example of the trend of intrafractional motion for a patient whose 
intrafractional motion increased gradually during the examination period. The 
bite block was used for this patient. 

Fig. 8. Box-and-whisker plots of the variation of inter-phase intrafractional motion (IP-IFM) for translation (a, b, c) and rotation (d, e, f) during the examination 
period. From left to right, the data in each graph represents IP-IFM2:1, IP-IFM3:2, IP-IFM4:3, IP-IFM5:4, IP-IFM6:5, and IFMm values, respectively. The boxes represent the 
interquartile range (IR). Values below the first quartile minus 1.5 × IR are designated as low outliers, whereas those above the third quartile plus 1.5 × IR are 
designated as high outliers. 

Fig. 9. Example of the trend of intrafractional motion for the patient who 
showed the largest inter-phase intrafractional motion (IP-IFM) value in this 
study. The bite block was used for this patient. 
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because of the larger IP-IFM values. Noël et al. reported that a 1-mm 
margin of the gross tumor volume (GTV) for brain metastasis radio-
surgery improved the probability of metastasis control without 
increasing side effects [25]. However, Nataf et al. reported that a 2-mm 
margin increased parenchymal complications [26]. Therefore, it is 
essential to maintain IFM within 1 mm during SRS. As the ceiling-floor- 
mounted device enabled us to periodically verify a patient’s position 
without any mechanical movement of the X-ray tubes and flat panel 
detectors, the unexpected patient motion shown in Fig. 9 was success-
fully detected. 

Although the IFMm values for all patients were within 1 mm, the 
latIFM5 and latIFM6 values of the patient shown in Fig. 7, and the longIP- 
IFM3:2 value in Fig. 9 exceeded 1 mm. We did not understand the reasons 
for this outlying result. According to the statements on the electronic 
medical chart, the patient shown in Fig. 7 was extremely nervous at the 
pre-treatment examination, which could lead to increased movement. 
However, the nervousness of this patient was relieved by the experience 
of the pre-treatment examination. As a result, this patient underwent 
intracranial SRS without any problems. On the other hand, no unusual 
clinical and technical information about the patient in Fig. 9 was 
described in the pre-treatment examination. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first detailed study to 
evaluate rotational IFM over time. The evaluation of rotational motion 
during treatment is particularly important in the case of single-isocenter 
VMAT for multiple brain metastases. For example, Roper et al. evaluated 
the dosimetric effects of rotational errors on target coverage single- 

isocenter VMAT for multiple brain metastases [16]. They suggested 
that rotational errors should be kept below 0.5◦ in light of the capabil-
ities of real-time monitoring and the ability to correct couch rotation at 
each treatment center. Moreover, Prentou et al. simulated the dosimetric 
impact of rotational errors on target coverage and organs at risk, stating 
that rotational error should not exceed 0.5◦ [17]. Although Fig. 8 shows 
that the proportion of the rotational motion within 0.5◦ was more than 
98.6% for all rotational directions in any IP-IFM values, rotational IFM 
values exceeding 0.5◦ were detected in a few patients. Therefore, we 
recommend periodic X-ray verification and correction for rotation as 
well as translation. 

The original aim of this study was the evaluation of IFMm values. In 
our study, the absence of a statistically significant relationship between 
3DIFM6 and 3DIFMm values suggests that the impact on patient position 
derived from elapsed time (i.e., 15 min) and that derived from a patient 
is equivalent. As mentioned above, with respect to the advantage of a 1- 
mm margin to the GTV for SRS, our results show that a frameless mask is 
capable of maintaining highly accurate positioning for performing 
single-isocenter SRS for multiple brain metastases. Nevertheless, a par-
adoxical problem exists between treatment time and positional error. 
Although X-ray verification and correction can improve patient posi-
tioning and reduce dosimetric deviation, these procedures may cause 
IFM owing to additional treatment time. This is supported by the study 
of Wang et al. [27], which reported that a consistent increase in the 
positioning deviation over time was observed. In contrast, Lewis et al. 
[24] investigated the necessity and frequency of monitoring IFM in 

Table 1 
List of positional deviations immediately after X-ray correction reported by other researchers and our group.  

Authors Number of fractions 
(Number of patients) 

Positional deviation just after X-ray correction Immobilization device Imaging 
device 

Translation (mm)  Rotation (deg) 

Vert Long Lat  Yaw Roll Pitch 

Li et al. [23] 17 (20) 0.08 ±
0.29 

-0.35 ±
0.50 

-0.19 ±
0.32  

-0.03 ±
0.19 

0.10 ±
0.20 

-0.14 ±
0.25 

No frameless mask CBCT 

Keeling et al.  
[22] 

203 (35) 0.03 ±
0.21 

-0.01 ±
0.26 

-0.03 ±
0.25  

-0.01 ±
0.24 

0.00 ±
0.24 

-0.03 ±
0.25 

Frameless mask (not covered 
thin bone) 

ETX 

Vervakel et al. 
[11] 

135 (46) 0.06 ±
0.26 

0.04 ±
0.30 

0.00 ±
0.24  

0.03 ±
0.23 

0.02 ±
0.15 

0.01 ±
0.31 

Frameless mask ETX 

Our study 143 (143) 0.03 ±
0.14 

-0.03 ±
0.14 

0.04 ±
0.15  

-0.04 ±
0.15 

-0.02 ±
0.11 

0.00 ±
0.15 

Frameless mask ETX 

The data are shown as mean ± standard deviation. 
Abbreviations; ETX = ExacTrac X-ray system; CBCT = cone beam computed tomography. 

Table 2 
List of intrafractional motion reported by other researchers and our group.  

Authors Number of fractions 
(Number of patients) 

Intrafractional motion (mm) Definition of intrafractional 
motion (Examination duration) 

Immobilization device Imaging 
device 

Vert Long Lat 3D 

Ramakrishna 
et al. [10] 

110 (7) – – – 0.7 ±
0.5 

Pre- and post-treatment (Not 
described) 

Frameless mask (not 
covered mandible bone) 

CBCT 

Gevaert et al. [6] 66 (40) – – – 0.58 ±
0.42 

Pre- and post-treatment (14.6 
min) 

Frameless mask ETX 

Lewis et al. [24] 104 (104) − 0.10 ±
0.69 

− 0.06 ±
0.45 

− 0.08 ±
0.36 

0.79 ±
0.45 

pre- and during treatment (7.98 
min) 

Frameless mask (not 
covered mandible bone) 

ETX 

0.05 ±
0.52 

0.04 ±
0.39 

− 0.08 ±
0.35 

0.65 ±
0.35 

pre- and during treatment (4.87 
min) 

Verbakel et al.  
[11] 

79 (43) − 0.06 ±
0.19 

− 0.01 ±
0.27 

− 0.04 ±
0.23 

0.35 ±
0.21 

Pre- and post-treatment (16 min) Frameless mask ETX 

Takakura et al.  
[13] 

181 (181) − 0.05 ±
0.29 

0.02 ±
0.42 

− 0.01 ±
0.49 

– Same as our study (21 min) Frameless mask ETX 

Our study 143 (143) − 0.03 ±
0.12 

− 0.01 ±
0.20 

0.03 ±
0.23 

0.28 ±
0.21 

IFM6 (15 min) Frameless mask ETX 

0.11 ±
0.09 

0.12 ±
0.11 

0.10 ±
0.10 

0.21 ±
0.14 

IFMm 

The data are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD), but the data from Takakura et al. [14] are shown as mean ± 2SD. 
Abbreviations: 3D = three-dimensional; IFM6 = intrafractional motion defined as the deviation between the value calculated by ETX at phase-6 and that at phase-1; 
IFMm = intrafractional motion defined as the deviation between the value calculated by ETX at the final X-ray verification and that at phase-6; ETX = ExacTrac X-ray 
system; CBCT = cone beam computed tomography. 
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patients with frameless SRS. Based on their data, they concluded that 
imaging frequency could be reduced as there was no correlation be-
tween patient motion and treatment duration. However, verification 
and correction procedures for patient position should be decided care-
fully based on the ability to correct the 6D position and the feasibility of 
immediate X-ray verification as well as the patient immobilization 
device. 

This study has several limitations because we have mainly focused on 
the patients’ head motion during the actual treatment time. First, the 
mechanical accuracy was not evaluated. The required margins for SRS 
should be decided based on the overall accuracy of the gantry, couch, 
collimator rotation, and patient positioning. Second, we could not 
evaluate IFM at time intervals of X-ray verification shorter than 3 min. 
Different results may be acquired depending on the X-ray verification 
interval. Finally, we did not evaluate the effect of IFM on dose distri-
butions. For single-isocenter VMAT for multiple brain metastases, the 
rotational error may have a more significant impact on the dose distri-
butions of targets at a distance from the isocenter. Although other 
groups have already simulated the dosimetric effect of rotational devi-
ation for intracranial SRS [15,16], further research on the dosimetric 
impact that considers both translational and rotational IFM is needed. 
Despite these limitations, our results may be useful for institutions that 
do not have imaging devices capable of verifying patient position 
rapidly and, therefore, might find frequent IFM evaluation difficult. 

5. Conclusion 

The vertIFMp and longIFMp values of all patients were within 1 mm 
irrespective of phase, with an error exceeding 1 mm observed in the 
latIFM5 and latIFM6 measurements for a single patient. The proportion of 
the rotational IFM values within 0.5◦ was more than 94.4% in any 
rotational direction. A movement exceeding 1 mm was observed in the 
longIP-IFM3:2 for one patient only. The proportion of IP-IFM values within 
0.5◦ was more than 98.6% in any rotational direction. The translational 
IFMm values were within 1 mm in all directions. The proportions of the 
rotational IFMm values within 0.5◦ were 90.2%, 95.1%, and 93.0% for 
the yaw, roll, and pitch, respectively. 

A frameless mask achieved highly accurate patient positioning and 
suppressed IFM by a combination of ETX and a 6-DOF robotic couch; 
however, a sudden large deviation was observed with low frequency. 
Therefore, X-ray verification and correction are required during 
treatment. 
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A B S T R A C T   

Purpose: To evaluate the displacement of gross tumor volume (GTV) positions caused by intrafractional residual 
setup errors (RSEs) and to accumulate delivered dose distributions considering intrafraction RSEs in fractionated- 
stereotactic radiotherapy (f-SRT) with single isocenter volumetric modulated arc therapy (SI-VMAT) for multiple 
brain metastases. 
Methods: Overall, 72 consecutive patients who underwent f-SRT with SI-VMAT for multiple brain metastases 
were included. For all patients, 6D correction was performed using the ExacTrac X-ray (ETX) system. GTV 
displacement (ΔD) was calculated considering the intrafractional RSEs measured by the ETX system during 
irradiation. The correlation between ΔD and the distance from the isocenter to each GTV (d) was analyzed. 
Computed tomography (CT) images considering the intrafractional RSEs were generated for five patients with 
ΔD > 1 mm. The delivered dose distributions for all fractions were reconstructed on the corresponding CT, 
followed by their accumulation. 
Results: The 95th percentile of ΔD from 7,270 resultant center positions of 417 GTVs was 0.92 mm. No correlation 
was observed between ΔD and d. For 53 GTVs from five patients with ΔD > 1 mm, the difference of GTV D99.5% 
and D0.5% between the planned and accumulated values was − 0.4 ± 2.5% and − 1.0 ± 0.8%, respectively. There 
was no correlation between d and the difference of GTV D99.5% and D0.5%. 
Conclusions: We found no significant difference in GTV D99.5% and D0.5%, despite the location of GTVs far from 
the isocenter. However, it should be noted that this result was because the intrafractional RSEs were reduced to a 
clinically acceptable level.   

Introduction 

Brain metastases occur in 20–40% of cancers and are the most 
common intracranial tumors [1]. Radiotherapy (whole brain radio-
therapy [WBRT], fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy [f-SRT], and 
stereotactic radiosurgery [SRS]) is widely used to treat brain metastases. 
Conventionally, WBRT is performed for most patients with brain me-
tastases to control the local tumor and prevent neurological death [2]. 
Recently, researchers have increasingly shifted their attention to f-SRT 
and SRS owing to WBRT-mediated deterioration of neurocognitive 

function and the quality of life [3,4]. 
Linear accelerator (Linac)-based f-SRT and SRS conventionally re-

quires a setting of individual isocenter for each target. These techniques 
lengthen the treatment time for patients with multiple brain metastases. 
Patient movement increases during irradiation with prolonged treat-
ment time [5], thereby necessitating accurate irradiation in the shortest 
possible duration. Single isocenter volumetric modulated arc therapy 
(SI-VMAT) has recently been identified as an attractive technique that 
can overcome the aforementioned problem. This technique can irradiate 
multiple brain metastases simultaneously at a single isocenter. 
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Intracranial stereotactic irradiation (STI) with SI-VMAT is reportedly 
more efficient in terms of monitor units (MUs), treatment time, and 
conformity than SRS with multiple isocenters [6–8]. 

One of the most important aspects of radiotherapy is how accurately 
any process is executed as per the treatment plan. However, there are 
some patient- or treatment machine-derived uncertainties in the course 
of radiotherapy. These uncertainties should be as few as possible, 
especially in STI with SI-VMAT. Recently, it has become possible to 
confirm patient position at any time due to the development of image- 
guided devices [9]. As a result, the accuracy of patient positioning has 
increased in STI [10]. The 6D correction using the ExacTrac X-ray (ETX) 
system has also contributed to highly accurate [11] and time-efficient 
positioning [12,13]. 

Despite shortening the treatment time, however, slight residual setup 
error (RSE) persists during irradiation [14]. In particular, the rotational 
components of RSEs lead to localization errors for targets located far 
from the isocenter in STI with SI-VMAT for multiple brain metastases. 
Several groups have simulated the effects of pseudo rotational errors on 
dose distribution [15,16]. They intentionally generated uniform rota-
tional error with 0.5◦, 1.0◦, and 2.0◦ around every orthogonal axes and 
suggested that the rotational error should be ≤0.5◦ considering that the 
dose coverage to targets are dependent on the distance between a target 
and the treatment isocenter. However, they did not examine the effect of 
translational error on dose distribution. Contrastingly, some researchers 
have reported on the importance of repeatedly verifying and rectifying 
the patient position because intrafractional RSEs occur suddenly and 
cannot be completely suppressed during irradiation [14,17]. In STI with 
SI-VMAT for multiple brain metastases, target sizes and treatment 
margins are generally small. Additionally, the distance between a target 
and treatment isocenter varies; therefore, it is crucial to understand the 
effect of the intrafractional RSEs in translation and rotation on dose 
distributions. 

This study aimed to evaluate the displacement of target positions 
caused by intrafractional RSEs acquired during STI with SI-VMAT using 
the ETX system for 6D correction, and to accumulate delivered dose 
distributions using generated computed tomography (CT) images 
considering the intrafractional RSEs. 

Material and methods 

Patient characteristics and treatment planning 

This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki. Overall, 72 consecutive patients who underwent f-SRT with SI- 
VMAT technique for multiple brain metastases between April 2017 and 
June 2019 were included in this study. With the approval of the insti-
tutional review board (approval number: R1167), written informed 
consent was obtained for all patients. All patients were immobilized 
with a frameless mask of type B R408 (Klarity Medical & Equipment Co., 
Ltd., Guangzhou, China). Planning CT images were acquired using a 
SOMATOM Definition AS instrument (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). CT 
images were reconstructed using a slice thickness of 1.0 mm and 
exported to the Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). 
Furthermore, gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted magnetic resonance 
(MR) images obtained within 1 month prior to CT simulation were 
combined with CT images in the Eclipse. Our treatment plan followed 
the method proposed by Kishi et al. [18]. Gross tumor volumes (GTVs) 
were defined as visible lesions on the CT and MR images. Planning target 
volumes (PTVs) were generated by adding 1 mm margin to GTVs. A total 
of three to five arcs (one or two coplanar arcs and two or four non- 
coplanar arcs) were used. The treatment isocenter was located at a po-
sition with approximately equal distances from each GTV. All VMAT 
plans were created with arcs for 10 MV-FFF X-ray. The dose to 99.5% of 
the PTVs (PTV D99.5% = 100%) was prescribed for each plan. Plan 
optimization was performed such that the maximum dose to all PTVs 
was approximately 135–150%. Dose calculations were performed using 

Acuros XB (ver. 15.6; Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA), with 
heterogeneity correction and a 1-mm grid resolution. Table 1 summa-
rizes the patient characteristics and treatment plan. 

Irradiation procedure 

TrueBeamSTx (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) was used for 
irradtiation. Isocenter localization accuracy was daily evaluated using 
Winston-Lutz (WL) test. After the phantom setup was completed, the MV 
images were acquired at gantry angles of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ using 
electronic portal imaging device with TrueBeam. The pixel size was 
0.22 mm at the isocenter [19]. In our institution, the laser alignment was 
maintained so that the results of the WL test was within 0.5 mm in each 
direction. The images were analysed using the TM-WINS (R-TECH.INC, 
Tokyo, Japan). The ETX system and a six-degrees-of-freedom couch 
(Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Germany) were used for patient positioning. The 
pixel size of the flat panel detector was 0.26 mm at the isocenter [20]. 
Before clinical use, the ETX system was well-commissioned in the 
phantom experiment, and a total of 90 tests were conducted. The ac-
curacy of the correction for known values (translation and rotation) was 
evaluated. 

Following the infrared reflective-based positioning, a pair of kV X- 
ray images were acquired and automatically matched with digitally 
reconstructed radiographs. The ETX-calculated values were applied to 
correct the patient position in translation and rotation (X-ray correc-
tion). X-ray correction was performed until reaching values within the 
institutional tolerance ones as determined from our phantom study in 
the commissioning process (0.7 mm/1.5◦). Values within the tolerance 
were recorded as intrafractional RSEs. After irradiating the first arc 
(coplanar beam: couch angle was 0◦), the couch was rotated for the 
second arc. Subsequently, a pair of X-ray images were captured for 
verifying the patient position. X-ray verification and X-ray correction (if 
needed) were repeatedly performed until the values were within toler-
ance. This procedure was repeated on rotating the treatment couch each 
time. 

Displacement of GTV positions caused by intrafractional RSEs 

The planned center position of a GTV from the isocenter was defined 
as (X, Y, and Z), where X, Y, and Z denote lateral, vertical, and longi-
tudinal directions, respectively. These values were calculated using the 
Eclipse. The distance between the planned center position of each GTV 
and the isocenter (d) was calculated from the square root of the sum of 
squares of X, Y, and Z. With (x, y, z) in translation and (α, β, γ) in rotation 
as intrafractional RSEs, the resultant center position of a GTV (rX, rY, rZ) 

Table 1 
Patient characteristics.  

Number of patients (male/female) 72 (32/40) 

Age (y) 64.5 (29–88) 
Tumor volume (cm3) 0.15 (0.01–27.02) 
Distance between GTV and isocenter (mm) 48.5 (4.9–95.0) 
Number of GTVs per patient 5 (2–19)  

Beam arrangement  
3 arcs (1 coplanar arc and 2 non-coplanar arcs) 69 
5 arcs (1 coplanar arc and 4 non-coplanar arcs) 3  

Prescribed dose (total dose/number of fractions)*  
38 Gy/10fr 4 
20 Gy/5fr 2 
28 Gy/5fr 65 
30 Gy/5fr 1 

Data are shown in median (minimum–maximum). 
*The maximum dose to all PTVs was around 135–150%. 
Abbreviation: GTV = gross tumor volume. 
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was calculated by the following equation:   

Eventually, the distance between the planned and resultant center 
positions of each GTV (ΔD) was calculated by the following equation: 

ΔD =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
( rX − X

)2
+

( rY − Y
)2

+
( rZ − Z

)2
√

(2) 

The in-house program edited with Python script (Python version 
3.9.2) was used for calculating ΔD. Pearson’s correlation between ΔD 
and d was analyzed. 

Accumulating dose distributions on generated CT images 
considering intrafractional RSEs 

Of the 72 patients, five patients who had more than five GTVs, and 
GTVs with ΔD > 1 mm just before irradiation in each arc were selected. 
These patients received five fractionated treatment plans with three arcs 
(one coplanar arc and two non-coplanar arcs) per fraction. The fre-
quency of ΔD > 1 mm from the five patients are summarized in Table 2. 
Seventy-five CT images were generated, considering the intrafractional 
RSEs for each arc (15 CT images per patient = three arcs × five fractions) 
using an in-house Python script (ver. 3.9.2). CT images, including the 
intrafractional RSEs, were defined as “generated CT.” After the Digital 
Imaging and Communications in Medicine files of CT volume were 
input, the program first calculated the center position of each voxel. 
Then, the program calculated the rotated position of each voxel based on 
the treatment isocenter (X, Y, Z) and rotation degree (α, β, γ) in each 
axis, thus generating the rotated CT volume. The rotated CT images were 
resampled from the rotated CT volume with the same position of origin 
CT images. Linear interpolation was adapted during the resampling. 
Finally, whole voxels were shifted based on the corresponding trans-
lation (x, y, z) in each axis. All generated CT images for each patient 
were imported to the Eclipse. The delivered dose distribution for each 
arc of each fraction was reconstructed on each generated CT image while 
maintaining the same MUs and leaf motion with the original plan. 
Thereafter, each dose distribution was automatically accumulated based 
on spatial information in 3D space between the original and generated 
CT to obtain one for the sum of five fractions (accumulated dose dis-
tribution). The D99.5%, D98%, and D0.5% of GTV acquired from the 
accumulated dose distributions were compared with those obtained 
from planned dose distributions. Additionally, a biologically effective 

dose with α/β of 12 Gy for GTV D98% (GTV BED12 98%) was calculated. 

After testing whether these dose volume indices were normally distrib-
uted using the Shapiro–Wilk test, statistical analysis was performed 
between planned and accumulated dose distributions. The paired t-test 
was used for data with a normal distribution, and Mann–Whitney U test 
for data lacking a normal distribution, at a significance level of 5%. 
Pearson’s correlation between each dose volume index and d or GTV size 
was calculated. Fig. 1 depicts a workflow of this study. 

Results 

The results of the WL test performed from April 2017 to June 2019 
and the commissioning test for the ETX system are shown in Table 3. 

The mean ± standard deviation (SD) of all 1,180 intrafractional RSEs 
were 0.1 ± 0.2 mm, 0.0 ± 0.2 mm, 0.1 ± 0.3 mm in the vertical, lon-
gitudinal, and lateral direction and 0.0 ± 0.2◦, 0.1 ± 0.2◦, 0.1 ± 0.2◦ in 
the pitch, yaw, and roll axes, respectively. The percentage (frequency) of 
the rotational RSE over 0.5◦ on two axes was only 0.7% (9/1,180). No 
patient was observed to have >1.0◦ degree of intrafractional RSEs on 
multiple axes. Fig. 2 summarizes intrafractional RSEs in all directions 
and axes. 

A total of 7,270 resultant center positions from 417 GTVs with 
intrafractional RSEs were analyzed. All of the intrafractional RSEs were 
kept within our institutional torelance (0.7 mm/1.5◦). The maximum ΔD 
was 1.9 mm at a GTV with d of 73.3 mm. Fig. 3(a) depicts the correlation 
between ΔD and d. No correlation was observed between ΔD and d (r =
0.11). Fig. 3(b) depicts the frequency distribution and cumulative his-
togram of ΔD. The frequency of ΔD < 1 mm was 97.0%. The 95th 
percentile of ΔD was 0.92 mm. 

Figure 4 depicts the correlation between the planned and accumu-
lated dose volume indices for GTVs from the five patients. The mean ±
SD of the difference of GTV D99.5%, D98%, and D0.5% between the planned 
and accumulated values were − 0.4 ± 2.5%, − 0.9 ± 2.9%, and − 1.0 ±
0.8%, respectively. The planned and accumulated GTV BED12 98% were 
54.6 ± 3.5 Gy and 54.1 ± 4.0 Gy, respectively. For 33 of 53 GTVs, GTV 
BED12 98% in the accumulated dose distribution were higher than 52.4 
Gy. No significant difference was observed between the planned and 
accumulated dose distributions (GTV D99.5%, p = 0.47; D98%, p = 0.25; 
and D0.5%, p = 0.16; GTV BED12 98%, p = 0.25). 

Figure 5 depicts the effect of ΔD, d, and GTV size on differences in 
dose volume indices. There were no correlations between ΔD and the 
difference of GTV D99.5% (r = − 0.01), D98% (r = − 0.01), and D0.5% (r =
0.03) for each arc of each fraction [Fig. 5(a)]. Differences of D99.5% and 
D98% between the planned and accumulated values were within ±5% for 
48 of 53 GTVs [Fig. 5(b) and (c)]. For all GTVs of five patients, differ-
ences of D0.5% between the planned and accumulated values were within 
±3.1%. For 53 GTVs from the five patients, there was no correlation 
between d and the difference of GTV D99.5% (r = − 0.04), D98% (r = 0.19), 
and D0.5% (r = − 0.17) [Fig. 5(b)]. Moreover, there was no correlation 
between GTV size and the difference of dose volume indices, GTV D99.5% 
(r = − 0.09), D98% (r = 0.05), and D0.5% (r = 0.30) [Fig. 5(c)]. 

Figure 6 depicts an overview of a GTV in original plan and accu-
mulated plan. The largest difference in D98% were observed in this case. 
A yellow and red circle denotes the contour of a GTV and the 110% 
isodose line, respectively. The accumulated D98% was 110.3%, and the 
difference of D99.5% from the planned value was − 9.2%. 

Table 2 
The proportions (frequency) of ΔD > 1 mm for five patients.  

Patients’ 
number 

Number of GTVs Percentages (frequency) of ΔD > 1 mm (%)* 

8 18 5.6 (15/270) 
37 15 8.9 (20/225) 
50 6 7.8 (7/90) 
60 8 7.5 (7/120) 
65 6 15.6 (14/90) 

* The denominator is the product of the number of GTVs, the number of fractions 
(5 fractions) and the number of arcs (3 arcs). 
Abbreviations: GTV = gross tumor volume; ΔD = displacement of GTV caused by 
the intrafractional residual setup errors. 
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Discussion 

This study analyzed the displacement of GTV position and the effect 
of intrafractional RSEs on the dose distribution. In the simulation study 
conducted by Rojas-López et al., the positional deviation of >1 mm was 
observed for targets of >50 mm away from the isocenter when 0.5◦ of 
rotation was generated in all three axes [21]. In our study, the per-
centage of the rotational RSE over 0.5◦ on two axes was only 0.7%. 
Accordingly, the displacement of each GTV in our study would be 
considered to be equal to or less than their results. To analyze the 
delivered dose distribution for targets, actual positional errors are 
required, particularly ones located away from the isocenter. Previously 
published reports identified the distance from the isocenter to the target 
as one of the most important factors in the accurate irradiation of STI 
with SI-VMAT for multiple brain metastases [15,16,21–23]. In contrast 

Fig. 1. Study workflow. To accumulate the dose distributions four processes were required. (1) Fifteen CT images per patient were generated using an in-house 
Python script. Intrafractional RSEs were included in the generated CT images. (2) The delivered dose distribution for each arc was reconstructed on each gener-
ated CT. (3) The delivered dose distribution for each fraction was acquired as the sum of that for each arc. (4) The accumulated dose distribution was acquired as the 
sum of the dose distributions for the five fractions. Abbreviations: d, distance between GTV position and treatment isocenter; Dxx%, dose to xx% of GTV; f-SRT, 
fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy; ΔD, displacement of GTV caused by the intrafractional residual setup errors; RSE, residual setup error; GTV, gross tumor 
volume; SI-VMAT, single isocenter volumetric modulated arc therapy; CT, computed tomography. 

Table 3 
Results of the WL test and commissioning test of the ETX.   

Vert 
(mm) 

Long 
(mm) 

Lat 
(mm) 

Yaw 
(deg) 

Roll 
(deg) 

Pitch 
(deg) 

WL 0.1 ±
0.3 

0.0 ±
0.3 

0.0 ±
0.5 

– – – 

ETX 0.0 ±
0.1 

0.0 ±
0.1 

0.0 ±
0.0 

0.0 ±
0.1 

− 0.1 ±
0.1 

− 0.1 ±
0.1 

The data are shown as mean ± 2SD. 
Abbreviation: Vert = vertical; Long = longtitudinal; Lat = lateral; WL = Win-
ston-Lutz test; ETX = ExacTrac X-ray. 
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to these studies, there was no correlation between d and ΔD (r = 0.11) 
until the intrafractional RSEs were kept within the tolerance (0.7 mm/ 
1.5◦). Recently, Tsuruta et al. have demonstrated that the maximum 
value of intrafractional patient head motion at 3-min intervals was 1.19 
mm and 0.89◦ using a frameless mask and six-degrees-of-freedom ro-
botic couch and suggested that verification and correction of patient 
position be periodically performed [17]. Taken together, it is important 
to maintain intrafractional RSEs at the lowest possible values while 
irradiating GTVs located far from the isocenter in STI with SI-VMAT. 

The analysis of dose distribution is essential for GTVs with larger 
displacement than the margin. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first report on the accumulated dose distribution, considering the 
intrafractional RSEs. For 53 GTVs from five patients, there was no cor-
relation between dose volume indices and d or GTV size. Additionally, 
there was no significant difference between the planned and accumu-
lated dose distributions. In terms of the correlation between d and dose 
volume indices, Kraft et al. reported that STI with SI-VMAT for multiple 
brain metastases achieved high local control rates regardless of the 
distance to the isocenter [24]. Our data supported the results from Kraft 
et al. in terms of dose distribution for STI with SI-VMAT. Dupic et al. 
reported on GTV D98% as a significant predictor for local control. GTV 
D98% >29.4 Gy in three fractions, which is equivalent to GTV BED12 98% 
>52.4 Gy, significantly improved the local control of patients aged ≥18 
years who underwent STI with SI-VMAT for tumors >2 cm in diameter 
[25]. In our study, however, our protocol was different from the afore-
mentioned studies in terms of dose prescription, fractionation, and 
tumor size (Table 1). Hence, we have analyzed the clinical outcomes 
based on GTV BED12 98%, with reference to the results of Dupic et al. In 
contrast, in terms of the correlation between target size and dose volume 

indices, our results differed from those of previous studies [26,27]. This 
is mainly due to the fact that we focused on GTVs, rather than PTVs. 
Minniti et al. reported that PTV size was one factor associated with PTV 
dose coverage [26]. However, they added a 1 or 2 mm margin for PTV, 
and the PTVs received at least 98% of the prescribed dose. In general, 
GTV delineation is always performed in the same way; however, PTV 
margins differ between institutions. Thus, when making comparisons 
with previous studies, it is important to clarify the main target volume of 
analysis. 

The required PTV margin should be set carefully in STI with SI- 
VMAT for brain metastases. Nakano et al. performed geometrical 
simulation depending on the target size and the distance from the iso-
center to a target to clarify the required PTV margin for target coverage 
[22]. The margin might have to be larger with a smaller target size and 
longer distance from the isocenter. In contrast, Nataf et al. reported that 
the PTV margin of 2 mm could cause a significantly high incidence of 
serious complications with margin expansion [28]. Kirkpatrick et al. 
reported that a PTV margin of 1 mm may be more appropriate for an 
intracranial tumor with SRS because of the higher risk of radionecrosis 
[29]. In this study, PTV margins of 1 mm were added to GTV. Fig. 6 
shows that GTV coverage was reduced in the accumulated plans because 
the GTV position was deviated from the center of planned dose distri-
bution. However, we believe that the PTV margin is appropriate because 
no significant difference was observed between the planned dose dis-
tributions and the accumulated ones. 

Our data were also important in terms of the post-treatment quality 
assurance (QA). While researchers have established guidelines and 
methodologies for pre-treatment QA, as represented by the Reports from 
American Association of Physicists in Medicine task group [30–32], 
there is no established method for post-treatment QA. Quantifying the 
actual delivered dose to patients using the acquired during irradiation is 

Fig. 2. Box-and-whisker plots of the intrafractional RSEs for translation (a) and 
rotation (b). Boxes represent the interquartile range (IR). Values below the first 
quartile minus 1.5 × IR are designated as low outliers, whereas those above the 
third quartile plus 1.5 × IR are designated as high outliers. 

Fig. 3. (a) Correlation between ΔD and d. (b) Frequency distribution and cu-
mulative histogram of ΔD. The frequency of ΔD < 1 mm was 97.0%. The 95th 
percentile of ΔD was 0.92 mm. Abbreviations are as in Fig. 1. 
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a challenge for improving the accuracy of radiotherapy. In vivo 
dosimetry is used for estimating the delivered dose to a patient through a 
direct measurement of the treatment beam [33,34] and plays an 
important role in improving the accuracy of radiotherapy. Ideally, do-
simeters would be implanted in the patient’s body to measure the 
delivered dose during irradiation; however, it is not practical for the 

intracranial region because of invasiveness. The use of data acquired or 
generated during treatment is another method to reconstruct the 
delivered dose distribution. The method presented in this study enabled 
the accumulation of the delivered dose distribution based on the 
generated CT images with intrafractional RSEs. In contrast, delivered 
information such as the multi-leaf collimator position, gantry angle, and 
delivered MU at each control point were also available from the log file. 
Several research groups have reported on dose reconstruction consid-
ering mechanical position errors by log files [35,36]. The log file-based 
analysis obtained during irradiation demonstrated that the geometric 
accuracy of the linac was highly accurate. Our study principally focused 
on patient positioning errors because the effect of intrafractional RSEs 

Fig. 4. Correlations between the planned and accumulated dose volume indices 
for GTVs. (a) GTV D99.5%, (b) GTV D98.0%, and (c) GTV D0.5%. Abbreviations are 
as in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5. Differences between the delivered and planned dose volume indices for 
GTV for each arc of each fraction as a function of ΔD (a). Differences between 
the accumulated and planned dose volume indices for GTVs as a function of 
d (b), and GTV size (c). Abbreviations are as in Fig. 1. 
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on dose distributions was likely greater than that of treatment machine 
errors calculated from log files after irradiation. According to previous 
reports, the geometric accuracy of TrueBeam, such as gantry or multileaf 
collimator (MLC) position, was found to be within 0.001 mm and 
0.001◦on an average [37]. 

A limitation for this study warrants discussion. Although mechanical 
uncertainties are small enough to perform STI with VMAT (Table 3), we 
did not incorporate these uncertainties into the resultant dose distri-
butions. To calculate the dose closer to the actual delivered dose, it is 
necessary to develop a method that can take all factors affecting dose 
distribution into account. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the displacement of GTV position by intrafractional 
RSEs was independent of the distance between the isocenter and the 
GTV center position in STI with SI-VMAT for multiple brain metastases, 
despite GTVs being located far from the isocenter. The difference of 
D0.5% between the planned and accumulated doses was within ±3.1%. 
Despite the difference of GTV D99.5% and D98% between the planned and 
accumulated values being >5% in some GTVs, there was no significant 
difference in D99.5%, D98%, and D0.5%. Note that, however, the afore-
mentioned results were based on the fact that the intrafractional RSEs 
were reduced to a clinically acceptable level. 
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